INTRODUCTION
Advertisement based revenue is the major goal of any online publishing house. Number of advertisements or value of a single advertise mostly depends on viewer count and number of people engaging in that publishing content through commenting or sharing or tweeting. So studying various topological characteristics and statistics of published content (article or video) for a certain time frame and how revenue changes depending on those factors, is very important. Comments or sentences in an article can either be fact (which can be proved true or false) or opinion (statements based on a belief or view on a fact). So opinionatedness or factuality of an article, different sections of news papers (e.g., sports or politics or business type etc.) and overall comments can be easily calculated for different time scales -weekly or monthly, and we can measure how opinion dynamics parameter for different time scales changes the revenue function. We can also examine effects of a sudden event in opinion dynamics. Earlier works are mostly focused on opinion mining [12, 10] or predicting certainty of tweet [14] using keywords. Rajkumar et al. [11] , Mullick et al. [9] worked on opinion extraction but the aim was to detect top 3 or 5 important and diverse opinions. [9] also built an automatic classifier to classify opinions into further subcategories. [2] analyzed how opinion and factual stories get shared across different news sharing media. We have used [9, 11] as baselines for opinion detection. But none of the work focused on identifying opinion dynamics of an article or different sections (e.g., sports, politics etc.) of distinct news papers and youtube comments. In this paper, we develop an automatic classifier to classify opinion-fact and calculate opinionatedness of news articles from different sections of 'The Guardian'.
DATASETS
Experiments for opinion and fact classification were done on four different datasets (only in English Language): i). standard MultiPerspective Question and Answering (MPQA), ii). Yahoo newspaper articles, and the remaining two are social media datasets -iii). Twitter hashtag idioms and iv). YouTube comments. The first two datasets contain 535 and 120 articles respectively, with the fraction of opinions being 0.486 and 0.527 respectively. Below, we discuss how the final two datasets were created.
1549 idiom hashtags were taken from the idiom dataset used by Maity et al. [7] , later 2877 idioms were extracted from raw Twitter hashtags dataset using the algorithm proposed in [7] making a total dataset of 4426 idioms, and were labeled by 3 annotators as opinionated or factual. Among 4426 idioms, 2942 were labeled as opinions. Inter-annotator agreement Fleiss κ is 0.77. For the final dataset, 50 Youtube video details were chosen randomly from Sikdar et al. [13] and total 1005 comments were labeled (651 opinions and 354 facts) by 2 annotators. Inter-annotator agreement Fleiss κ is 0.72. Further, we crawled 5 categories of 'The Guardian' news article from July 2016 : 1. Business 2. Sports 2. Politics 4. Environment 5. Editorials. Statistics are in Table 2 .
EXPERIMENTS
Feature Identification: Feature encoding was done in python with an initial set of 21 features for MPQA dataset and 26 features for other datasets 1 . Selected features can be classified into 3 broad groups -POS tag based, dependency parse based and other type. POS-tagged based features were generated by Stanford POS-tagger [8] for MPQA, Yahoo datasets and CMU POS tagger [5] for hashtag idioms and Youtube comments. Stanford Dependency parser [4] was used to find dependency parse based feature values in the expressions. Other than the above two, some intuition based features were used, like presence of wh-words, strong and weak adjectives, and words specific to any of the defined classes and subclasses. Classification: After feature extraction and dataset balancing (using SMOTE [3] ), Weka implementations 2 of various classifiers [6] : Naive Bayes (NB), Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Ma- chine (SVM), HITS [11] , Opinion Diversity (Op-D) [9] , Random Forest (RF), Bagging with Random Forest (Bg+RF) were used to calculate 10-fold cross validation results for opinion-fact classification in terms of precision (P), recall (R), accuracy (A), area under curve (AUC). Results are shown in Table 1 .
It is clearly seen that Bagging with Random Forest provides the best results for all the datasets for opinion and fact classification. So we use Bagging with Random Forest classifier to calculate opinionatedness of various sections of 'The Guardian' -business (B), politics (P), sports (S), environment (En) and editorials (Ed) after training the model with MPQA news article corpus. The details on the size of these five sections along with the findings using the classifier are shown in Table 2 . We see that while editorials have the largest fraction of opinions, which is also very intuitive, articles from sports and politics section are also quite opinionated. Business and environment sections are mostly factual.
To check as to how much we can trust these results, we take random articles from each of these sections (details of this new sample dataset is shown in Table 3 ) and annotate the sentences by 2 annotators (Inter annotator agreement using Fleiss κ is 0.76) with opinion or fact label. The precision, recall, overall accuracy and area under curve for our classifier, when applied over these sections, is provided in Table 3 , which is consistent with the earlier results. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper we built an opinion-fact classifier that outperforms the existing baselines over a variety of datasets and used the classifier to measure opinionatedness or factuality of various online news sections. Our immediate future step will be to calculate, for different timescale how advertisement based revenue and peoples' engagement (in terms of number of comments in news articles) correlate with this score for different sections of article and for different categories of opinions [1] -report, judgment, advise and sentiment.
